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FOREWORD

J

I

The Fourth Annual Conference of the British Educational Administration
Society in 1975 took as its theme "Autonomy and Accountability 4. F,.ducati nal
Administration". A key issue in educational administration in this coins
present is the inter-relationship between professional responsibility and public
acceptability on the one hand, and on the other between professional
responsibility and political control. These Proceedings show how the
conference focussed on this issue and how the inevitable question arose:'
should the education service in future continue as an integral part of local.
government? For the time being, conference inclined to the view that the
present challenge was with local government to provide a satisfactory frame-
work within which the education service can function effectively and
professionals can discharge their responsibilities adequately; but there is no
doubt that the Conference will be returning to this issue of future occasions.

The 1975 Conference was memorable for several reasons. The following pages
. show the high quality of the papers given and the discussions which followed.

Members of the Taylor Committee of Enquirpinio the Management and
Government of Schools were present for the whale Conference and participated
fully in the discussions. In addition, the Confe)fence was residential for the
first time and the Society was also paying its first visit to Wales. In honour of

this occasion, the Conference was entertained to dinner by University College,
Cardiff, and the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wales presided. To
BEAS (Wales), the Conference Committee, and to Dr. Meredydd Hughes and
Mr. John Richards whAave edited these Proceedings so promptly for the
benefit of the Taylor Committee, we are enormously indebted for a most
successful Conference.

Gounty Hall
Bedford
October 1975

t)

D.P. J. Browning
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K Boyn'on,
Chief Executivexecutive of---

Cheshire County
Council

4..ocAL GOVERNMENT AND THE EDUCATION SERVICE

A

One of the belt known quotations from the (19671 Report Of the Commlttee, on
the Management of Local Government (headed by Loki Redcliffe-Maud) reads
as follows:-

"There is a long tradition of associating a particular committee with
a specific service and this is hardened by the requirement of/statutes
that for certain services specific committees should be set up. The
power which local authorities have (under section 85 of the 1933 Act)
to delegate their functions to committees is a convenience for a
s

council and indeed is often regarded as necessary for the transaction
of business. But delegation disperses direction and control amongst a
number of separate committees. There exists therefore in local
authorities in this country an organisation which is based on separate

parts in each of which there is gathered the individual service, with
its professional departmental hierarchy led by a principal officer and,
supervising it, a committee of members. There may be unity in the
parts. but there is disunity in the whole." (p.26, para 97).

It would be unfair to single out education departments as a special example
of the pattern detected b1 the Committee. However, it must be conceded
that education departments have a reputation for seeking to be independen1,5'
and for maintaining a distinct identity. This has prompted some observers to
say harsh things about the unwillingness of "education" to be involved in a
co:porate approach to the management of a local authority.

Such an attitude overlooks the fact that other departments have similar
traditions of independence, much turning upon the historical development
within the authorityritself and the strengths of former chairmen and chief
office's. Generally speakingethe older the service the greater the likelihood
of its maintaining a sturdy independence.

The arrival on the scene of chief execulves and corporate management has
sometimes strengthened rather than weakened any latent desire for independence.
1 often feel that those who criticise "education" for separateness, overlook the
long battles which were fought in the 19th century to establish the right of all
children to a free education. Rereading the achievements of Kay-Shuttlewath
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the first Chairman,of the Committee of the Privy Council on Education: the
disappointments caused by the timidity e the Newcastle Commission Report
in 1861: the tyranny of the grants system based on payment by results: the
long battle to have a national system which went beyond the services which
could be provided by voluntary church effort, I can appreciate that modern
attitudes are still much shaped by the hbtorical developments of the past.

'1 arknO expert on the hbtory of education. But I have read enough to see that
to talk about education a; an,ontsider without regard to'that history, is like
trying to understand the Irish question without regard to the past. Fortunately
the history of education is not so long, nor its effects so_ pronounced, as the
past hbtory of Ireland. It would be a mistake, nevertheless, not to realise that
many modern attitudes are reflections of past battles:.

I have said that, in some, quarters, education has been criticised for its
unwillingness to accept or participate in corporate management, and for
expressing scepticism about the application of modern management methods
to schools and so forth. The issue was cogently put in an article in the Local
Government Chronicle, 'It may be that education should no longer be a local
government fuaction, as is advockted by some; or that education has too long
been allowed a privileged position within local government, as is felt by
others. Ceinly the relationship at present seems an unhappy one and is good
neither for local government nor fo thir education service itself.'

It seemed to me that the best way to open up this subject for discussion would
be to try and suggest answer to two questions.

1. Do local authorities need the education service?

2. Does the eduCation service need local authorities?

1. Do local authorities need the education service?

This is the easier question to answer and I take it first. Perhaps I may quote
something I said to my own Society at their Annual Conference in July (The
Society of Local Authority Chief Executives). This may persuade you that I
have not manufactured this view merely to say something popular to a
gathering of educationalists.

"The real danger facing local government today is whether or not
we can retain the services at present entrusted to us. For 30 years
we have watched a steady decline in the range of local authority
services. Do not suppose that the threats have all pasted.

How easy it sounds to remove teachers' salaries to the National
_Exchequer - at stroke reducinkthe rate burden. Does anyone
believe that that whereitwould end? If you pay the piper,_-



you call the tune. Who will select the teachers to be paid for
by the State? Who will prescribe the qualifications needed
for particular posts? Who will be responsible for the in-service
training and for teaching methods?

\Thereare already powerful influences at work in favour of
nationally unifo-m standards, particularly in education. These
would all favour a steady increase in centralisation and a
reduction in local autonomy and control. Make, no mistake
about it. If local government were to lose education, it would
be a shadow of its former self. Not is it hard to see that social
services might follow.

May I say a word here about views recently advanced by Malcolm
Bains and Mr. Musgrave (soon to be chief executive of Bexley) to
the paper "Public Service and Local Government" and repeated in
the Financial Times. I do not think either speaker meant h
remarks to be construed as an attack on educationalists.

However, a call for critical'apraisal of standards was seen by
some as an attack on education. Mr. Henry Clother, a spokesman
for the National Union of Teachers. called the two spokesmen
"the new gauleiters. Thy have brought the attack on education
out of the previous shadows into the open." This was a predictable
reaction.

If the ohjective must be to keep educatio, as.an integral part of
local government: then I do n't think it is helped by chief executives,
pact o: rreierat, pointing a finger and appearing to say "faccuse".
Of .cou-se, education departments can sometime appear to follow
isolationist policies.

4

BLit this must not deter chief execuc ves of education authorities
seeking to get involved in education matters, to understand, to
assist. We must not be put off if sometime; we are met with suspicion
or intolerance.

Education is such a vital part or iocal government that we as a Society
must foege much stronger links with our Pducatiorl colleagues and work
together on the important issues to which Bains and Musgrave drew
attention."

I wa; delighted.when my dwn remarks as President were echoed by George Cooke
when speaking at the CLEA Conference./ He said "However, I for one do not
believe that local government con afford to do without education, nor do I yet
accept that education would be better off outsid%local governMent." ',

I do not think anyone in local governmbnt would dissent from the View that we'
in local government must Vain education if the local government service is
to survive as we know it.

5



This is not of course a question of self interest. In this country we have rightly
regarded with suspicion any attempts at over-centralisation. The long existence
of the voluntary school in the 19th century was in itself a symptom of this
desire coupled with the wish to preserve religious instruction. A strong and
vigorous local government is a good corner stone for any truly democratic
system.

Does the education service need the local authority?

I will begin with yet another quotation from the Report of the Committee on
Management whicji puts shatters in a very balanced way:

"All service departmetts have close relatioriships with the Clerk's
and Treasurer's departments. But many local authority services have
little in common; there is no common endeavour in the provision of
child care services and the fire sercices; the weights and measures
inspectorate has no contact with the highway engineer; the mid
has 'more in common with the hospital service outside local government
than with the many activities inside the local authority itself. At the
same time the separateness and individuality of the various services
can be over-emphasised. Many service departments are closely
connected. The research report shows clearly the overlap in day - today
functions between the children's service and thi. health; education
and welfare services. In the wider context individual services,
however disparate, are provided for the community as a whole.
Planning for the development of the community, the allocation of
priorities for finance o: for space on the drawing board, the timing
of the various schemes all demand a co_ordinated approach. The
establishment of a managing body can provide this necessary
co-ordination and focal point; it Can provide both a unifyin3
element drawing together the disparate parts of the whole and also
the impetus for action."

In times of plenty, there is an argument which can be founded, that a corporate
approach pays but a small dividend. My own experience up to 1973 was that
the real problem was to spend the money which was available on improvement
of -tie services in accordance with approved plans. In this sort of climate it is
less easy to show the benefits of a corporate approach within the authority.
Rates were not rising to any great extent in palsy areas. Ratepayers were
interested to secure expanded services. There was credit to be gained for
innovation. Dtartmyts could argue that mainly they needed to be left
alone to get on with tire job.

All that has changed. Resources are shot. Priorities have to be estaklished.
Education,is such a big sart of the whole budget that it clearly cannot stand
apart from the process needed to arrive at zero-growth or whatever target is
currently being aimed at.
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At the local level therefore education must take its part in the whole budgetary.
process. One cannot plead that education is sacrosanct, or should have somet
divine right to escape the sciutinv which will be given to all services.

In my yonnger days I believed more firmly in the possibility of ordering
priorities and tItering the existing bases for departmental budgets. Now I
tend to the view that all services can make a good case for the continuance
of their services ---arthe levels of the past.

It we are in fo- a period of recession, then we cannot affOrd to run down the
forces of law and order. There may be Unemployed roaming the streets.

If we are in for a period of recession, then anything which helps us pay our
way must have prio-ity including new roads to speed industrial traffic.

If we are in for a period of recession, there will be a greater demand for
inexpensive leisure facilities like libraries and countryside facilities.

'If we ire in fora period of recession h it I need not multiply the
examples. It is a brave politician who, faced with such arrangements boldly
gives prio-ity to one at the expense of another. Brave and bold decisions are
not taken every day with the result that so often cuts are shared out rateably
between services. Clearly it must be a political and not an administrative
judgement which J..ders priorities. The administrator works forward from the
status quo- it is the politician who can, but so rarely does, prefer one service
deliberately at the expense of another.

At least when education is part of local government, the arguments can be
carried on with full regard to the local scene. There may be directions and
standards laid down or advised from central government. But the interpretation
will be local - with education playing its full share in reaching the decisions
which need o he taken about the allocation of resources.

I turn now to a second reason for believing that education needs to be part of
local government. Schools, colleges and other educational establishments
exist to serve the communities of which they form part. Many other local
government services are also community services.. There seems every reason
to plan these community provisions together whenever possible. There are
many examples today where better use is being made of scarce capital resources
because there has been an attempt to plan for the needs of the community and
not just for particular services. ,Library centres in schools: joint sports
facilities and general community facilities based on schools are now well knOwn
examples in this field. The planning of these arrangements is difficult enough
between different branches of the same family. I doubt whether sensible
community use of schools wou'd ie possible if education lay outside local
government. Even now there seems to be more that could be done to make
better use of the capital investment we have in our educational buildings.
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There are obvious points of contact between the various parts of the services
of local authorities which I can only mention briefly. If we consider a subject
like juvenile unemployment we can immediately see a link with the police -
possible increlase in vandalism and teenage crime: with social services - the
case of young people deprived of normal advantages: with the housing depart-
ment - in relation to housing priorities: with leisure facilities. There, may be
opportunities for community tasks in the countryside programmes in shire
counties and in other ways in towns.. When we talk of a corporate approach to

4 management, we mean an approach in which problems can be lookfd at in the
round, with contributions coming from every facet of the local authorities
work.

Lastly I want to refer to the possibility of importing into the educational world
some of the management concepts which are being used elsewhere within the
authority. A good deal of time and effort has been given to the measurement
of performance in many parts of local authority work. A good example would
be the systems of costing adopted by local authority architects to show their
relative cost in relation to the employtnent a private architects. Much work
has been done oir t costing fo: residential premises, so that the real costs
of various servi es can be readily compared. There is a great deal of expertise
available in local authorities which could, I believe, be harnessed to the
advantage of the education service.

It is often said that educational benefits cannot be measured. As educatiOn
goes wider and wider and deals in subjects which cannot be the subject of
parrot-fashion learning, it is argued that it is pointless to try and set objectives
or measure results. There is a danger here of educationalists being unwill
to xperiment with techniques which are corn-nonplace elsewhere. Maybe
memory of the 19th century "payment by results" has something to do with .

I believe that the most hopeful line of approach is to mace the larger schools
more clearly responsible fo: the use of an agreed allocation of resources: and
to encourage headmasters, in consultation with their staff and headquarters
departmental staff to set objectives of a praCtical sort for attainment over a
year or two years or as tke case may be. Ensuring the best use of education
resources is likely to be a major issue in the next few yeqrs. (suspect that
we could do a great deal more to base our allocation of resources upon individual

/ schools and to increase the accountability of headmasters and their staffs for
the use of resources entrusted to them.

My conclusion is that, if clearly local authorities need education, there are
ample grounds for believing that education also needs and should be part of
local government. It may be true that in some areas educationalists pay more
attention to pronouncements from-the centre than from their own education
comrrifrees. But this is not because the structure is wrong or because education
would be better placed if it were directly the responsibility of central govern-
ment. It is a criticism (where the situation exists) of the activities and
application of the education committee concerned.
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RESPONSE: MR. E. CURRIE-JO

Fears and doubts were expressed by ma .y educ2tidnalists when gains reported
on 'Corporate Man.agement', and these ars were intensified when Local
Government reorganisation got under way nd some authorities appeared to
have swallowed Bains hook, line and sinke There were dire warnings and
forebodings that tho traditional autonomy of he Education Service would soon
be a thing of the past, to the detrimeit of the quality of the Education Service
and its administration.

Mr. Boynton, with his apt quotation from the report of Lord Redcliffe-Mauds'
Committee. has focussed attention on.the traditional pattern of organising local
government services, while'at the same time pin-pointing alleged weaknesfes
in this Committee system, e.g. that "dellegatioi disperses direction and control"
and that "there may be unity in the parts, but there is disunity in the whole".
I have never wholly subscribed to these criticisms, but my experience as a local
authority member over the last twelve years has brought me into contact With a
large number ormembers (not usually Education Committee Members), who
too the view that there was something akin to elitism in the Local Government
Eddcatio I Service. To some extent this view was reinforced by the passion
with which Education Committee members defended their estimates, and by
the existence of independent organisations such as the Association of Education
Committees.

There is no dou'lt that the scope of the operations of the Education Service and
the size of its 1?udget was an object of envy by some members; some members,
particularly on Finance Committees, may have felt frustrated because such a
large part or the education budget, particularly capital expenditure, waspee-
determined by Cenral Gpvemment. and was therefore immune from the
'cutting back' process. Salaries, classrooms, teachers, grants just had to be
provided and paid for, despite the ratepayers call for the cutting of expenditure,
whereas other services such as highways are always ready targets for cut backs.

These, I believe are some or the reasons for the criticisms levelled at the
education service in local government, and we are now criticised for unwilling-
ness to accept corporate managemen.:. There may have been an initial
scepticism aboqt corporate management and management techniques, but I
believe this was mainly due to a not unnatural concern about the quality of
the service. People involved in the education service often feel strongly about
Education, whether they be members, officers, teachers or just parents. They
are proud of the service and do not wish to see it harmed:

Mr. Bovn:on has robed the present relatio hip of local government and the
Education Service by asking two vestio .nand suggesting answers. I do not
(tiger from, his affirmative answers to these questions, but I would qualify the
answers and possibly suggest a different emphasis. - 11) Do local authorities_ --
need the education service ?

1? 9



I happen to believe that Education is such a petsonal service that it is essential
it should be administered locally, having regard to local needs. But I can
think of some services such as the supply of energy, water resources, and
possibly house building which in the long run can arguably be more efficiently
provided by nationalised boards, or regional authorities. Even in the field of
Education one is aware of voices arguing with some force that higher, education
in the non-University sector could be more effectively provided on a regional
basis. ychare meeting In Wales, where we are awaiting thir detailed proposals
for devolution which may have a profound effett on local government, and I
suggest that the pattern set here and in Scotland may well be followed at,least
in part issalsa, lish regions. I agree that the loss of the education service
would probably bye a' rtal loss for local government, but we must never forget
that local government is a vehicle for providing a service to the community,
and must be judged on its effedtiveness in carrying out this task. I believe that
Local Government is providing this effective service, but we could certainly
publicise dour achievements a great deal more.

The second question - '1-4loes the Education Service need the local authority?'
deserves more than a simple 'Yes' as an answer, and Mr. Boynton ha: cogently
argued the case for a corporate approach. It is very difficult to refute these
arguments, particularly in the present economic climate.

It seems to me that the argument no longer over the question of whether there
should be a corporate approach, but concerns the extent to which we should
travel along this road, and this has varied greatly from one authority to another.
Most people accept that the needs of the Community a3 a whole should be
looked at, not by way of providing separate services, but by a planned integrated
provision which avoids overlapping and makes wise use of scarce resources.
Some form of corporate planning and of corporate management is essential to
this end.

Some of the more progressive( ?) local authorities had already taken steps in
the Bairn direction before that report was published. Some had Chief Executives
not tied to a department. otters had a system of pre-determined financial
allocations, to various committees taking the place of the usual free for all
scramble for resources. This had the advantage of involving the Policy Committee
or its then equivalent in the educational process at an early stage, and it gave'
Education Committees more control in choosing its own priorities within the all
allocation, and avoided the indiscriminate slashing of estimates by a committee
of persons who very often know-little about education.

Corporate Management should go much further than this. As Mr. Boynton
mentions - Res es are short, priorities have to be established, and it cannot
be pleaded th Education is sacrosanct. This, however, should not be a once
a year exercise, say, at estimate time. It is essential that the management
team meets regularly throughout the year so that every officer and every
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Chairman has the opportunity of learnitag_as much as possible about every

service. and its' objectives. Without this process a meaningful dialogue%

between competing interests' becomes impossible.

'Tle Chief Executive's 'role is a co- ordinating one - hef should not interpret
his role as having .2 finger in every pie (or department). He is there to see
that the corporite policies of the authority are carried out by chief officers,

who although full members of the management team are primarily responsible

"-for implementing policy; in their own departnieats.

I would deplore the situation which exists in sortie' authorities where chief

officers are regarded as members of 'a full time management team, sometimes

physically divorced from their onm departments. The chief officer's main
contribution Must be that of expertise'ih his own department, and that
professional.expertise should be acknowledged by the Chief Executive without

undue-interference in theday to day, achiiiistration of the service. Sometimes
danger of undue interference comes not from the Chief Executive himself

but (..m subordinate officers in his department, which is even; worse. Corporate
ment should not be interpreted as the devialopment and appraisal of

issu. hy multi-distiplinary groups without regard to the particular professional

ccintributiornof the individual professional officer; thus the contribution a
Director of Education can make to developineht of housing programmes, or the

City Treasurer to the development of sixth forms is very doubtful indeed.

There is. however, nothing incompatible between a corporate approach to

policy niitking and respect for professional opinion - at best the one is

complementary to the other.
tE

We must not forget, however. that the best management team isa combination
of officers and members, and, members must be on the& guard against a

situation where the chief officers' team formulate policies to which the
members give fornial approval in Committee and Coanci. It is the members'

-task to initiate and take policy decisions, provided of course they have sought

the expert advice and 27views of their professional officers. .
1'

Finally I am of the opinion that corporate management-gives an opport ty,

which members have not yet fully grasped, to effect a real shift in resourc s,

not only from one ieNice to another, but to particular deprived areas with,in

an authority'sjurisdiction. Here a corporate approach is essential, and
obviously it must be a member's initiative - political decisions must be taken.

'It is arguable. however, whether this can be done at a time when services are

at zero growth. and indeeemr. Boynton has given examples of how necessary
it is in such a period of recession to maintain certain services at least at the

same level as the past. On the other hand it can be argued that this is the very
time when people living in deprived areas need extra support and services.

This is one of the issues, arising from Mr. Boynton's paper, which needs to be

debated at length.and in depth.
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t RESPONSE MR. A.R. BARNES

Since Mr. Boynton neatly-established his sincerity by quoting remarks *de
to his own .Kind, I cannot resist beginning by quoting my own words (though
this might be considered a peculiarly introverted form of megalomania) to a
gathering of headmasters on the eve of lotal government reorganisation-last
year.

"I must tell you of my concern at dangers which lie ahead. You will
probably know of the interest being ,taken in'theories of corporate-
and financial accountability propounded by the Bains Committee,
which did not contain an educationalist but nevertheless suggested
a wholly new approach to management throughout local government.
We are told by one of the committee that there is no essential
difference between teachers and dustmen (whiCh would make a sort
of sense if one included chief executives in the same. racket) and
that the independence of a chief education officer must be sub-
ordinated to that of a committee likely to be dominated by the
Chief Executive and the Treasurer, because the education service
must work in harmony with housing and the social services. It
seems a thiii argument: knives and forks have to be harmonized 3ut
we do not hold them in the same hand."

ti

It is true, of course, that it is possible to phrase the central notice of corporate
management in away to which no reasonable person could take exception. If
someone says, "We must co-operate as much as we can and save pne another
money if the chance" arises" you cannot object without advocating sin. But the
theory, as Mr. Boynton has very properly made clear, goes much further than
this. It involves the application to education of management methods derived
from orler spheres and requiring the definition of objectives, progress towards
which can be quantified within a short period of time. It requires a search for
performance indicatdrs which can be expressed arithmetically. And it carries
the implication that the best people to devise, and, perhaps to operate, new
techniques of this kind are likely to be found outside the educational world,
their ignorance of the atmosphere of schools and the traditions of the teaching
profession ')eing irrelevant or, in the view of the extremists, positively
advantageous.

I am sorry that Mr. Boynton asserts that it is often said that educational benefits
cannot be measured and that it is pointless to try to set objectives or measure
results. Ishm not saying that, and my impression is that nobody else is either,
sate a few backwoodsmen. But the assessment of the stccess of a school or of
a teacher is a subtle business, requiring recognition of the variety and disparate
character of legitimate objectives, awareness of the need for priorities among
objectives to be varied from time to time and place to place, aid judgement
of non-quantifiable achievements. For this task, we shall be wise if for the
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foreseeable future we back the HMI against the coputer. And though the
computer and the algebraic ftirtmtla will have their place as mathematical
tools, I note that nobody outsisie the educational world has to my knowledge
yet devised anything of this kind comparable in value to what is offered by
T.1. Davies'sy'School Organtiatiol" or the Scottish Education Department's
"Little Red Book" about which we tallied in Edinburgh two years ago.

4

I am not impressed by the significance, mystical or perhaps just misty,
attributed by Maud, Bains and now Mr. Boynton, to the unity of local 'goArn-
meat services. The worlds of the teachers and 3f the dustmen meet only
tangentially - after all, much of the rubbish produced in classrooms is purely
verbal and floats away of its own accord - and there are surely excellent .

reasons for the development of different styles of anagement in the branches
in which they. work. We ought tolo'ok, at prectel where and whyeclucatiod
needsito beclosely tied to other services. That e cation and social services
need to co -operate in helping individual children beyond dispute and beyond
jokes: the shades of Maria Caldwell and other trag tally afflicted children are
there to remind us. Experiments in the joint use of re urces are also clearly
desirable. But it does not follow that corporate ma age tent would have
eliminated the errors and muddles which preceded Maria's death and Joint use
experiments in Cumberland, Leicester and Manchester, launched in the days
before reform, seem to have been more successful than some more recent
efforts of which. I have knowledge.

The only argument that I see for bringing education under a unified control
system within local government is that only in this, way can sensible decisions
be made abour. what share of available re ounces it and other services are to
receive. But, as Mr. Boynton points such decisions are necessarily political
rather than administrative. How, I won er, can cabinet meetings of chief
officers help? The dirictor of education 1st surely tell the elected represen-
tatives what they will get - or, at the moment, what they won't get - for £X.
The other chief officers must do the same. The treasurer mist tell thern what
allAhis means for the ratepayers. And then the ball is in the councillors' court.
If It isn't, it is hard to know what the whole structure of local government is
all about or what it has to do with democracy.

You will have gathered at ee few advantages in corporate rhanagement..
I also see its giving rise to ositive harm, both in practice and in principle.
I am satisfied that the heads of maintained schools have never felt themselves
more hampered by local gorernment procedures than An the period since April,
1974. Partly. no doubt this is due to the teething troubles of new authorities
and to a cons' ervative distate for change.as such. Partly, obviously, it is due
to the economic situation. But many of our frustrations arise from inept
attempts A corporate management. Thus, in some authorities, the process of
advertising vacancies has been centralised: the results havi been delay always
and daMaging interference by bureaucrats sometimes. In others, peisonnel
departments have intruded upon the processes of appointing suitable staff,

A
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brashly claiming an expertise making them wiser selectors than the head and
his governors. In one, the parks and gardens department have taken upon
themselves the task of deciding whether schools want their flower beds weede
more than they want their football pitches marked. As many heads and tea
see it, there has never been more muddle or less consultation than since the
dawn of corporate management.

\ thI expect that Mr. Boynt n would disown some of ese actions as .being due to
oa misunderstanding o w at corporate management means, but the Vord

"consultation" leads me to what I believe to be the central problem for
educaticmalists. Consultation is as fashionable a concept in education as is
corporate- management in local government, generally. I suggest that, the two
are irreconcilable. I amehted that Mr. Boynton wants "to.make the larger
schools more clearly responsible for the- use *of an agreed allocation of resources"
but he does not make clear who are to be the parties to the agreement, and I
think he is in any case trying to have it both ways. It is surely inherent is the
philosophy of corpOrate management that administrative authority should lie
with the Chief Executive in cabinet like the Tudor King in Parliament. In
enlightened authorities,. there will no doubt be delegation, but of a functional
kind only. The cabinet, the CEO or the Chief ecutive will retain a powerful
voice in the setting of objectives and will pro ly practice "management by
exception", claiming a right of decision or of veto in any matter of signifiCance
not covered by precedent.

gut the health of educational institutions requires much more than this.
the proper claims of teachers to a measure of professional independence an the
need to develop among all members of a school comtnunity, including of
course the parents, a dynamic commitment to its achievement of its purposes
depend upon a school - still more an instituzion of higher education - having a
real measure of independence arising not from a conditional delegation of
powers but from a, real sharing of sovereignty.

I illustrate my point by two topical examples, the first legal and the other
economic. The presfnt articles of government of most secondary schools,
which derive from the model articles promulgated by the Minister of Education
30 years ago, state that schools phall be conducted in accordance with the
provisions of the Education Acb; DES regulations and the articles themselves,
but,new articles introduced recently by some authorities add to this list the
signifidant phrase "and with any directions of. the LEA". This amounts to a
significant reduction in the legal powers of governors and a dangerous erosion
of the freedom of schools.

Though no-one would question the need at present for teachers to co-operate
in reasonable measures to reduce expenditure, you may share my horror at
receiving this week a letter from my CBD telling me that the personnel
committee of the authority had decided that as from last week no vacancies
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could be filled witho t first going through an elaborate procedure designed to
establish the absolu necessity of an appointment and culminating in a
decision by thehairman of that committee.' So far from being consulted,
teachers had not even been informed of the decision until it was in operation.
It is interesting, too, that the rule applied to teachers and clerical staff but
not to caretakers, cleaners or kitchen staff. Who, one wonders, .is afraid of
NUPE, and who will be astonished when the teachers deeirle'that only militancy
and bloody-Mindedness will get them anywhere I I d6/not know whether this
is corporate management: it certainly looks like corporate pusillanimity.

.'-.4-7

I share Mr. Boynton's conviction that a strong and vig ous local government
is a corner stone ot democqacy: I wish I could see mo sign, however, df an
awareness among both local government officers and elected representatives
of the weaknesses of the present structure. It is frightening that despite public
indignationat rate increases, most people do no bother to vote in local

elections presumably out of a cynical conviction that it Will make tittle
difference who gets elected. I accept that if teache'rs' salaries were paid
central government,. the DES would call the tune. I see the dangers to demo-
!racy which arise. But the temptation to break away from the present situation
is strong, especially as I am not impressed by some of Mr. Boynton't warnings.
It is arguable that the DES would be more enlightened masters than the personnel
committee, at least in the short term, with regard to the employinent of
teachers, and that everl.if we do not want uniform standards, there is much toor.s.
be said for mintraum standards, which might imprOve the i!,orition of schaools in
the areas where' -the problems are many and, rate support grant not withstanding,
the resources thin. I recall in this connection the legal arguments in the USA
about whether intoletabl'inequalities of provision are compatible with the
principle of equal treatment under the law.

It ma-4/ be the. if we decide in the end that the dangersof a centalized system
of, education are unacceptable, we shall still need to break completely with
the present local government structure and set up a separate locally based
system for education in the widest sense.

After the addresses of the two respondents the Conference divided up into groups
for further discussion of corporate management and of the respective roles of
elected members, officers and teachers.

fe\it reWhen the plenary session was umed, Mr. Boynton replied to points made by
the respondents and to questions p to him on behalf of the groups.
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REPLYs JOHN, K. BOYNTON

ln reply Mr. Boynton said that no one should under-estimate the threat posed
by those tw wished to see education removed from local government. Many
parents wo ld go along with the argument that education should be to a uniform
standardali over the country. The argument of natiohal uniformity overlooked
the wide virriatiOns. that exist in other nationaUsed.functiOns, for example...the
National Health Service.. , :

-
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. Mr. Boynton said that it waralso. Attractive to many people in education to
see the thirden shifted from focal government to the tax payer. He suggested
thatthose'conderned with education needed to make up theti mind as to the
impotance they placed on a strong local government. There %pre many ,

. arguments here which time did not allow'for: A strong local government'
meanereiruiting.the right calibre of members and the right. calibre of officers.

. Most mop le could see that a'rtrong local government wris an inwortin i.4 C1 fias
in a democratic country. Those who did shozild unhesitatingly vote to keep
education within local government.

1...-/
Mr. Boynton thought at there were two dangers in the present situation. ,

Local authority arse beg may fail to see holy much local government is
strengthened by aving education form part of its fabri4 There were also
educationalists who -lid not see the problems of local authorities in the round.
They believed that transfer of functions to the centre would solve all the
problems. Both sidei needed to understand each other's probleins and some
past attitudes had not helped.

Mr. Boynton then turned to discuss 'various questions raised about corporate
management. He pleaded that people should no confuse the philosophy with
the practice. There were many new education authorities following re..
organisation and they needed'time to learn how to handle education as a
function. He had been asked by one discussion group whether management
teams derogated frorrrthe position of.councillors., It wag impO:tant. to remember
that'officers were only a support to members. The managemint team was i
suppot to the Policy and Resource; Committee. It could elucidate the,options .

but members wcrild have to take the decitions.

Mr. Boynton said he was convinced that a corporate approach,lo 'management
was essential in today's'arcumstances. .1f the resoues were scarce there was
a greater need for all heads of departments to sit down togeper and consider
h6w the cake should be split up. He gave as an example the sort of problem
which arose when the budget war examined in a corporate way. It was often
urged that the personal services should be safeguarded by cutting -into such
things as road maintenance. The road maintenance budget in Cheshire was
£6.9m of which £3.lm was spent by districts as agems. There was therefore
an immediate problem that districts wed their highway labour fo: other putposeS.
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Turning to the make-up of the budget Mr. Boynton pointed out that it was split
as follows:-

43% Labour
37% Materials
20% Transport and equipment

If materials and transport were drastically reduced the county roadmen would
have no duties they could perform except sweeping and cleaning for much of
the time. In other words to cut road maintenance costs meant cutting the
labour costs. Corporate management would then find that there was a 10%
turnover in a normal year and abouea 6% retirement., Mr. Boynton said that
as soon as you raise this sort of question, redundancy, Jetirrnenfand so forth,
you were dealing with a problem that affected every department. The unions
involved, for example NUPE, were not just concerned with roadmen. They
represented a wide section of manual workers in schools.

He felt sure that a chief education officer would effeCtively be able to contribute
to a debate about the highway maintenance budget because many of the problems
would be identical with those faced in the education service. There was however
the other side of the coin. The corporate approach to budgeting allowed other
departments to see the problems which education faced in making savings.
Growth allowed for (4.1% on Government estimates of spending; 2.3% on local
authorities estimates) was not much for a service strongly influenced by demo-
graphic changes. Primary school population might be decreasing but that did
not make It easy to transfer teachers to secondary schools where numbers were
still increasing. ti,,

Mr. Boynton then dre a distinction between corporate management and scientific
managemgnt. Many echniques had been developed to manage better and some
at least seemed appl cable to the management of schools and other educational
institutions. Some of these involved the setting of targets in agreement with
those who were to try and meet the targets concerned. He felt that a good deal
had been learned over the past 10 or 15 years by local authorities, particularly
the larger ones. It seemed possible for this knowledge to spill over into the
education field. Mr. Boynton queried the argument that performance could
not be measured. The new comprehensive schools would be very large and
needed a businesslike approach. Was it impossible that some stan1ards could
be developed for measuring performance? For example, truancy rates, absence
of pupils owing to sickness, absence of staff owing to sickness, the number of
children who stay,on after school leaving age, academic successes, the range
of courses compared with the in similar schools. Research would be needed
and it would have to be done by people knowledgeable about education. It
could not be imposed by the chief executive or any other management minded
person. ,

411
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Mr. Boynton said that he was rsonally cosivinced that better value for money
would only come if schools d other establishments could have'freedom to
spend within estimates preps d in consultation with the school or establishment

..ArEoncerned. The trouble wi capitation type allowances was that they tended
to get spent whether they re needed or not. He would like to lee much
greater freedom to schoo to decide where their priorities lie so that if, for
example, they could M e savings on heating by adopting a rno-e spartan
regime they could use e savings to buy more books or materials. This concept
was simple but it would require a lot of working out. It did, however, also
carry the implication that performance could be assessed. You could not argue
for autonomy without accepting the concept also of accountability.

Finally Mr. Boynton said that he believed that educationalists would be likely
to be subject to increasing criticism in the next 10 years. Salaries had
imprOved and the public would probably be less forgiving than they were during
a period when teaching was regarded as inadequately rewarded. Comprehensive
education was being introduced at a time when there was a shortagi of money
to make it work. There were signs that the public were beginning to ask
whether some of our present troubles did not stem from a failure of the
educational system. Why was it that so many people had little or no conception
of the constraints which had to be accepted in a capitalist democracy working

) within a mixed economy? Local government was used to being under attack
and educationalists, when Criticised, might find a good deal of help in standing
shoulder to shoulder with their colleagues in local government.
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5.

INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

The following note applies to Professor Kogan's article on page 19:-

(The anther took note of several points made during the discussion but sinc
some of them would require considerable 1evelopment of the argument he
has decided to keep the text of the talk as it was delivered at the conference.
He expects to do further work on it later).

As with most important issues,, the question Of accountability for education
has journeyed across the Atlantic. Yet there are differences in the problems
as perceived by the Americans and by the British. In the late 1960's the
problem for Americans was how school system might become more open to
thd community, parental participation, and control. That issue is cirtainly
alive in the UK today and we all wait to hear the truths entysciated by the
Taylor Committee. There is, however, an important difference in that
American liberals were attacking highly formalised and impervious school
systems in which administrators and teachers alike, it was maintained, were
opaquely defensive to the wishes of the people. Here there is, of course,
criticism of local authorities and of central government but the emphasis is
more on the question of how teachers are and should be accountable to publicly
elected authorities who are granted a reasonable degree of moral legitimacy
and the right to administer. The heat if, in fact, on the teaching profession
rather than on the larger governing system.

These issues have not, thus far, been subject to much research, and certainly
not by the author.of this paper, even of an historical or impressionistic nature.
The comments here are, therefore, based largely on informed conjecture
rather than on detailed study. But what a rich field for analysis and study.

The Concepts of Accountability and Autonomy

The dichotomy expressed in the title of this talk is classic. Accountability or
answerability relies on the assumption that public institutions and those who
work in them should respond to community and social prescriptions. The under-
lying premise is collectivist. Institutional or professional autonomy (and I shall
argue that these are not necessarily the same thing) responds instead to
individualist, or atomistic, assumptions which would confer initiative and
freedom on the smallest possible units, preferably individual people. This
antimony underlies the whole body of social policies (1) and, I have maintained
elsewhere, (2) the range of human desires and propensities as well. The duality
is echoed in virtually every sod al setting where people have to do their own
thing, but do it th regard to other people as well. It permeates all individual
roles so that, for ex plc, an effective teacher or educational administrator is
forever changing gear: at some times the role demands collaboration and mutal
service giving and attempts to relate collaterally to others within an institution,
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whilst at other times the role demands taking on a sanctioned and necessary
role of monitor, adversary or advocate of some nitside or dependent or
stigmatised group.

The Units of Discussion

If, then, we must observe these quiddities of accountability and autonomy 1r
tension with each other within institutions, we must next determine what unit
is appropriate for study within the educational system. It would be tempting
to assume that professionalism and the discretion that surrounds it make
autonomy essentially that of the individual practitioner. And we tend to mix
two assumptions that do not easily relate to each other. The first assumption
is that individual teachers have, or should have, professional autonomy and
freedom. The second is a leading assumption of British educational governance
that the prime unit of control and of work is and should be the school, the
college or the university which also has autonomy and freedom.

In fact, however, we need at least three levels of analysis. The first is that
of the individual practitioner and role holder. Secondly there is the level of
what I will call the prime institution (tq be defined later).' Thirdly, there is
the level of the total governing system or organisation. And they interfold
with each other like one of those %lode)) Russian dolls. A large number of
roles within education are both managers of subordinates and subordinates of
managers.

Individual Teacher Autonomy, Accountability and Professionalism

The first unit for analysis is, therefore, that of the individual teacher. To
refer to a point mentioned earlier, professionalism does indeed come in
individual packets. Inasmuch as the term means anything at all (and I
personally find some of the classic statements tosaull of overlapping categories
to be at all certain about their usefulness) it is the freedom of the individual ,

practitioner to assert professional standards and norms at discretion on individual
-problems or cases-or people. He may work by himself, as'does a medical
general practitioner, or,a solicitor, or a Ilarrister, or in a federal practice
relationship. If he works in a federal relationship, by definition he is really
a solo performer sharing resources, institutional reputation, and so on. If,
however, he works in a hierarchy, as teachers in schools do, the professionalism
does not lie so much in the institutional oneness of the role, for prescriptions
certainly are laid down by the total institution, but in what I think is really
meant bf professionalism anyway - the maximum of discretion to make
individual judgements over the core activity of the institution - teaching and
learning in schools, prescribing treatments in hospitals, determining social
work procedures for individuals, and so on. And the public service has a
wide range of such discretionarY'arrangernents. The clearest example of the
free practitioner working within an otherwise strongly hierarchical system is
that of the hospital consultant within the National Health Service. He is,
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in effect, ,a free entity, some would say autonomous, who runs his firm or
departMJst and expects from the hospital authority only the most general of
organisational prescriptions which are embodied in the allocation of resources
or the assumption that he will not be negligent rather than on the detailed
allocation and surveyance of task performance. (3)

My starting generalisation Is, therefore, that teachers in educational
institutions, including schools, FE colleges, and universities, are within the
British ethos expected to work within broad prescriptive limits, with wide
discretion or with what some would call differing degrees of autonomy.

Prime Institutions

Now I must not go mu h further in analysing the role of the individual teacher
if I am to keep to the terms of`reference set me. But I need to examine this
a bit bother because, thus far, there has'been no answer given to the question
of 'What Is the prime institution in education?' By prime institution I mean
that role or collection of roles at has sufficient authority in terms pf resources,
legitimacy., public acceptar>xr and so on, to perform the core activities without
recourse to the total system except for the most general prescriptions. So a
'primary school is very likely a prime institution by this defidition. Whilst
teachers certainly have strong 'discretion over the way they perform their tasks
in the classroom, if only because relationship between pupils and teachers
are virtually impervious to outside scrutiny, the primary school must have a
unitary philosophy, integration of curriculum and use of time. This requires
submission to collective decision making (either by the Head or by the whole
body of teachers). The clientele think of the whole school as the place where
their child Is being educated, rather*an the class of the individual teacher.
The school has, in fact, a public personality. In secondary schools, too, the
same is true but many would now begin to ask whether for purposes of curriculum
development, the exploitation of full teaching knowledge and skills, as well
23 democratic purposes of participation, A-secondary school should not be
regarded more as a federation of prime institutions which might be the depart-
ments or the houses or the years or whatever Is the place where the core '

activities are worked out. (4). For the most part, the secondary school 'as
a whole remains as tbe prime institution. It is not, as it were, a holding
company for a federation of colleges. The individual teacher resmnds to
prescriptions laid down by heads of departments but all, for the most part,
have recourse to decisions made by the headmaster, verNikely in consultation
with his senior colleagues, and with consultative machinery within the school,
for the various coniponents of the key tasks of the school. The allocation of
time (through timetabling), of accommodation, of equipment, and of the more
intangible but equally potent dimensions of his work such as expectations of
curriculum, internal organisation, educational style and aspiration,' would, in
the traditional model emanate from the head. No study so far (5, 6)`has really
derogated from the role of the head as manager or as chief executive. (7).
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Developments from this position are being quite cogently argued. The demand
is for a collegiate in place of a management or chief executive structure. As
I understand it, those were the argumdnts originally proposed for Countesthorpe
(8) and now by those secondary school teachers who argue that the whole School
is too large for decisions on the main tasks and that, in effect, the idepartinent
or if possible the individual should be the prime institution. It is true, of
course, that the individual teacher is the provider of teaching and learning for
his pupils but in a secondary school so many teachers have contacts with an.)
individual pupil and the tasks of the school go well beyond what an individual
teacher can provide, that we cannot say that he alone has enough authority or
performs enough of the principal tasks to meet this definition. As amattesebf
fact, therefore, 3 conclude that in secondary education the prime institution
is the school, although developments might Change this position in some cases.

In further and higher education the position is somewhat different. In to
universities and polyteciusicS 'of which the author has knowledge, the a4ange-
ment is predominantly collegiate. A university is essentially a federation of
departments. The departmetits generate and authorise the curriculum although
within the erall procedural structure laid down by the university and with
nsonitoring b external examiners or, in some cases, professional bodies such
as the Law Society or the British Psychological Society. But the department
(or is it the individual teacher within it) is much like a medical firm within a
hospital. It looks to the university for general sanction for its existence and
for resources. It responds to general prescriptions about numbers of students
to be admitted and the overall shape of degree courses. Where universities
attempt to control or to colour the perforntance of departments' main tasks of
teaching, learning and research, they become somehow unreal as universities.
Thus the strongly denominational university of the USA or even the techntilogical_ ..

university In coun er sheds that distinctive orientation or is thought
to be a bit funny. university is, in fact, primarily an institution for
allowing individual practitioners to do their wo:k. And, as far as I can see,
this is 'often true of polytechnics as well.

It is not clear, _however, whether a university is a federation of individual
teachers or of departments. The department can impose consistency in the
curriculum it offers.for its teaching and can also do something about teaching
standards (but not too much) through the promotion power of its head, through
collective policies about the admission of students and e classes awarded
students. In some cases, I am told, but it is quite d my experience, the
Head of Department may prescribe the teat ontent of individual teachers.
But, then, it is a matter of individual departmental preference as to whether
those collective prescriptions are made collegiately by all members of the
department or whether the Head of Department imposes them.

Thus far, the argument has been, therefOre, that professionalism, an uncertain
entity, might best be thought of in terms not of autonomy as much as green
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of diretion which individual teachers hold. At one extreme, the individual
teacher might b eff ct, a prime institution all of his own. To examine
this pro. , we should h ve to look at the role of, say, a Fellow of All Souls

oll Oxford. In-betw n, the units which are both ftee and accountable,
differing degrees, might ell be the individual teacher, the department

within the institution, the tot I schoolorwcollege, or perha the whole
system. My feeling is, howev , that in primary and secozirjr education
the prime institution Is now the hool. Within the 'freer' part of higher and
further education, the department oo'ks very much like being the prime
institution. Reputations tend to be epartmental rather than university as a
whole, and that iswvhere much of the cademic freedom is exercised.

Institutions and the Total System

We must now turn back to the main theme of hw far the prime institutions k

within the system a-e both autonomous, or free, .d accountable. In the
literal sense of the word, it seems likely that the o. autonomous institutions
are private schools and University College, Bucldngha . But this turns,
perhaps-, on the pedantic question of whether there are ees of autonomy.

e generalisation to be made is that there is no educational institution
receiving public monies which is fully autonomous and which does not respond
to one form o: the other of prescription from some superior o- otherwise
controlling body.

Again, let us take the always ambiguous case of higher education. Relation-
ships have changed radically since the 1972 White Paper merely decelerated
the rate of expansion. (9). The standard description (10) of universities'
relationships with the state was that they were given discretion in five year
lumps, so that the prescriptiosis were concerned ftUidamentally with the bat nce
between different course offerings and research, and the number of stude
accepted, with generalised cost limits, but that the co-e activities, teaching,
learning and research, co'ild be conducted in a way in which the universities
thought fit. On those core activities there were, and still are, the external
ontrolling influences such as those exerted by external examiners, the academic
eer groups who so relentlessly review what is written, as well as the professional
ladies that impose their own requirements.

I a formal sense nothing has changed on the balance between prescription and
d cretion. The prescriptive limits are always expressed in terms of resources
an both the resource margins and the time span over which discretion is
ac rded Institutions have tightened up considerably.' Indeed, if, as

A. . Dicey says somewhere, the essence of the Rule of La* is predictability,
the aES and) the UGC are quite near to taking on the characteristics of the
Mafia.
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Yet resource controls over universities have always been there and the manpower-
planning component has always been there as well. But fibecomes far more
explicit in the UGC letters allocating resources for the quinquennium beginning
in 1967 when UGC 'guidance' and exiactations as to the balance between
different types of courses and student numbers were overtly expressed.

But there is an important point raised at a previous conference,by Dr. Eric
Briault. tie made the point that control over resources and control over the
curriculum operate at two different levels within the school system. And he
argued that there is no true control over the educational process if control
over resources is separate. It is not completely certaigithat this must be so:
it would be possible to argue, for example, that mutual vetoing , of t,he resource
controllers who will only giant resources for the education which they want,
and of the curriculum controllers who will only proiide education in return
fcir the resources they need - is a reasonable and natural way of proceeding in
a complex political structure. t

Bull Eric Briault illuminates an important point about universities discretion.
For; there must come a point where resource decisions bite into thessential
disckretion over the core activities of the universities and the polytechnics. For

example, teaching in British higher education is thought to be strongly related
to the research being undertaken by teachers. Whilst basic undergraduate
courses might be taught from the main texts, no honours course is complete if
at least some of it is not taught by specialists in their areas of expertise. If the
UGC cuts our present quite liberal staffing ratidi, and if tea ers have to
broaden the range of their work to meet the needs of a far wi er student
copulation, undergraduate teaching will inevitably be of a d erent kind
because teachers will not have free time for research. Agai , if the main
resource for researchers will be that of public" contracts, the nature of their
other activities will be affected., I hasten to lay that they may not be affected
for the worst. ,But they will change.

So discretion over teaching and learning and research is there and is embojied
in the teacher's free use o ti e. But inasmuch as that free lise of time is
limited, and the physical se ing within which teaching is undertaken is cut
down, curriculum will be affected.

Much the same will be true of the rest of higher and further education. But
there are thre% important differences that affect the institutional discretion of
the public sestdf. First, the governing mechanisms, namely, the local
authorities hav,ea direct control over resources so that the polytechnic or FE
colle0:14piriPly not free to determine how it might deploy them. Secondly,
thouglulhe'bepartments in polytechnics, to take the strongest case, are often
intlistrruguLstiible in style, expectation and assumed freedom from the
un1.rbrsities, they ha* three quality controls in place of the university's one.
'loth types of institution ha** external examiners. The polytechnics haVe' to
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face the CNAA and also the staff inspectors with the regional advidory councils
who make quality judgements determining whether advance courses should run
and qualifications be given for them. And by the time we get to the national
certificate and diploma system with their joint committees the same is true,
but even more sp.

As far as the schoDis are concerned we ought, once again, to recall the
peculiarities Of the British system. For where education is seen to be strongly
instrumental and capable of being programmed to produce distinct results, a
triet hierarchical structure with strong management and inspection roles and
withsmall discretion at the school level follows logically. But where it is
assumed that aching and learning processes rely on interaction between
individual teach and pupils within a wide knowledge framework, the strong
management syste do not disappgar but there is more of a premium on
disCretion within creasingly wide prescriptive limits.

Mad 1 systems haa hierarchical structure in which the providing or
governing authority are in a position analogous to tt of a manager to the
subordinate head of institution. And central government prescriptions also
have a place although there is certainly not a 'managerial' relationship between
ceptial government and local authorities in the schools. If we look at the
main tasks'bf the school it is clear that they are not autonomous. They have
freedom and discretion but within prescriptive limits. The British school has
wide discretion over the content and organisation of teaching and learning
which is its main task. The limits are those of finance, whether embodied in
a general grant or specific grants to institutions, physical resources made
available to schools, the number and types of teachers, the law of education
which determines the number of sessions taught each year. The secondary
school examination system and major issued such as the age of admission and
type of subject structure in exams are decided by central government.

'Kr

Moreover, and increasingly, governing bodies are beginning to take up a strong
role. Professor Baron and Mr. Howell's researches (11) show a widely varying
pattern throlighout the country. In the larger cities. at least, demands are
being made by parents and local pressure groups that the governing bodies, on
which they get representation, will have a larger say in the appointment of
staff, and will not shirk discussion of the curriculum, although that is where
active pressure from outside meets active resistance from many teachers.

Policies for Accountability,

So far, the argument has been almost totally in terms of autonomy, freedom
and discretion. In what sense are teachers accountable?

r

First of all as far as school teachers are concerned there are compcnenU of
accountability which can be stated. It is the teacher who establishes the content
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of the curriculum in terms of his and the school's perception of children's
development, and cognitive and affective skill needs. Secondly, he
establishes curriculum in response to social expectations of what children need
and what society wants children to have. Thirdly, he cannot do everything
that society wants because society itself produces conflicts as to what the
school should do, so choices have to be made. But then, fourthly, he ought
to be accountable, but rarely is, for making clear the values being promulgated
or, more often, insinuated into teaching, and what are the expected outcomes
of teaching. (12).

Who is going to ensure that this accountability is discharged? The school will
remain hierarchical and managerial, I assume, and the head, acting far more
than is now con-nob-1%4th an 2C2d9MIC board of the school and with a strongly

' participative departmental academic system, will be accountable to the
governing body for declaring the aims of curriculum,and internal organisation
as'the school sees them. I do not suggest that the governing body should attempt
to interfere in detail or even substantially with the curriculum. But they should
be a point to which public declarations of intent should be :bade. And their
role will be all the more essential as secondary education rids itself of selection,
moves thiough a decade of uncertainty on to a genuine comprehensive system
in which pluralism, which means everybody getting what they need,
predominates.

Beyond the governing bodies are local authorities who shoqi. not-shirk their
accountability to the public to provide good schools. ThaVmust mean that they
do not pretend that all teachers respond to advice and-guidance and that some
do not need inspection and sanctions. I have-argued elsewhere that the tenure
system ought now to go (13) although teachers might be de facto in tenure
unless good cause is shown. And I should like to see the local government
ombudsman turned into a real instrument of review so that parents who do not
get a square deal from the local authority or'the schools can go right outside
the system to make their case.

What does this do to professionalism? It willengthen it. Judges are quite
strong people but are subject to meticulous appeal and review. Doctors can
be sued for negligence. Academics can be hacked to pieces when they produce
a bad book. These are the toning up processes which teachers do not have to
face. True they have to face many other difficult situations not,encountered
by other professions.

ft is far more difficult to specify the accountability of the university academic,
or of the other, ademics, or of the other academics outside the compulsory
ages azd zones of education. Children have to attend schools_ Nobody has to

. attend higher education and I hope it will not be thought special pleading to
suggest that accountability of, say, university tea hers might be exacted it
two ways. First, higher education has been se to be far more vulnerable to
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goveraiment decisions than is the school system. The schools have to go on,
and with their continuing flow of pupils the reward system of promotion and
so on are also continuous. Higher education is subject to opportunity waves:
and to far more manipulation by public policy. This should not be a cause
for complaint. Society will be exceedingly stupid if it does not continue to
value higher education but, ultimately, the intensity of that valuation is a
social decision in which university academics should have the last and not the
first say. If higher education is thought not to be responsive enough to social
needs, the government can withhold resources and impose conditions on
everything except the content of teaching. The present complaint of the
universities should not be about the government's right to make decisions but
that the government iras no policy whatsoever for the univ..sities, that
judgements are being made which simply do not accord to the facts - some
university teachers work far harder, for better causes, and for less money, than
do some civil servants - and that uncertainty has been allowed to cloud the
relationships between the universities and government. Secondly, there is
accountability to the market. 'The word soon gets round if a higher education
course is no good. And universities, polytechnics and further education have
been quick to respond to market pressures on them. Again, however, the tenure
system needs a throrou3h review.

But having said this it seems to me that the case for the widest possible discretion
is insuperable. At the conceptual level, we have the powerful claims for poly_
centralism put up by Lindblom and Braybrdoke. (14). By assuming that
institutions will be free we are pursuing ends by choosing the best available
means and giving them authority to get on with the job. In countries where
the school is neatly tied Up by the central ministry they have been no more
successful than outs in inducing high skill training c: in- keeping delinquency
at bay. As long as the accoubtability rules become strong, there is every
reason for schools to become stronger and for institutions within schools to begin
to be powerful. If the collegiate structure is not accepted yet in this country,
at least schools can recognise that they are con institution.s in which
collegiate sub-structures should be encouraged.

This leaves over, of course, the question of super-institutional objectives and
how they might be achieved. Given discretion to each school or university or
polytechnic the local authority or central government administrator has sortie
real problems. For he, too, is accountable fo" the use of money and resources
and for ensuring that people get what they want. This brings us into the touchy
question of evaluation which is not part of my present subject. And it brings us
into the more general problem facing officers of the larger local authorities
and central government. 'How do they aggregate and ditaggregate the work of
a large number of free institutions?

t

This paper has necessarily been diffuse in its discussion and uncertain of its
empirical base. The duality with which it began, of autonomy and accountability,,i
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is a good one. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive of anybody in' any-social
system who does not benefit from a measure of accountability. It tones up
the freedoms which are enjoyed and sets purposes. Those purposes need not
be exclusively external or immutable. Indeed, accountability within a publicly
paid for system should include the duty to propose change in that for which one
is accouitable. Pushing out the limits of discretion, changing the prescriptive
framewoik, and thus responding to the social environment which teachers should
serve are part of the freedom and accountability which I have been describing.
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RESPONSE: ANITA ELLIS

In responding to Professor Kogan's paper:, I speak from the standpoint of one
whose professional experience is - and always has been - based in secondary
education. I shall address myself particularly to the word "accountability"
although - without a certain measure of autonomy, it would be a world of
little significance.

Accountability is for Heads and their staffs both a crucial and a painful word.
It is my belief that in this country secondary Heads and their staff have a degree
of autonomy which is considerable when one compares their-situation with that
of, for example, their American or French counterparts. However, there is
very frequently an unwillingness` fully to acknowledge the degree of autonomy
which they possess, so as to protect themselves from the thorny responsibility
of being acCountable - : for the type, content and organisation of their
curriculum; for the spending of their capitatibn; for the appointment and
distribution of staff and their promotion; for the values and priorities which
the daily organisation of the school embodies etc. etc. They are nevertheless
accountable to their pupils, to their pupils' parents, to the society both of the
present and of the future, to the LEA and in a particular way to their colleagues
within their own institution. It is perhaps worth reflecting on the fact that a
teacher's and a school's'accountability has for a long time been exclusively
based upon his/their examination results. In my first school the unfortunate
teacher whose examination results were poor two years in succession, was
handed a copy of the Times Educational Supplement as a strong hint that she
should mo*e on The whole question of evaluation is in the melting pot -
certain of the new curricular are far less easy to evaluate in the traditional
method, not all pupils have the same awesome respect for public examinations
held by some schooLi and teachers; the whole question Is far more sophisticated
and complex than was previously thought.

Vlore developing these points further, I should like to extend Professor Kogan's
definition of professionalism - which underlies and informs what I wish to say.
I believe professionalism further involves an absolute loyalty to the prime task.
It requires an ability so to protect the boundaries of the task, that it is well
and fully carried out; implicit within this is a respect for the integrity and
work of one's colleagues, because the task in which everyone is engaged
commands one's loyalty above an else. In that sense one's loyalty ultimately
is to the task rather than to persons. In the ,case of secondary education the
task is unequivocably about pupils' learning: intellectual, social, emotional
and physical.

Schools are increasingly caught in a very painful dilemma as to the nature both
of the teacher-parent contract and of the contract between the teacher and
society - in respect of the present, as well as of future generations of adults.

). ;
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The parent-child relationship is, in my judgement, paramount. In. exercising
his professional skills illod judgement the teacher can find that he is in direct
conflict with the wishes of a parent. The fine line which divides, in certain"
circumstances, his responsibility professionally to his pupil from the patents'
rightful position (and his respect for that position) can be hard to hold when he
feels the parent to he in error. However, 'schools, especially in the state
sector, have traditionally often paid only scant lip-service to the fact that
their pupils actually have parents and that formal education up to the mid-
adolescent phase is a three cornered affair: pupil, school, parents. There
are often cases of enormous arrogance on the part of a head and h)s/her Staff
in relating with parents. We are undeniably ac'tountable to each parent who -
either thrt.mr,611 choice or not - entrusts his child to us fo- the duration of the
child's formal education. We must make clear our aims, our values and our---
priorities; inform parents about the.thinking behind changes of curriculum
and organisation and expect to be challenged by them as we work. We are,
after all, working with their children. In rstk.experience there are very few
parents who do not care about their children. Parents often do not receive the
respect due them bi schools; schools are often trapped by !mowing that the
necessary innovations are diffiCult for parents to appreciate, as they are quite
outside their own former experience of school. How doe; the school handle
the parents' understandable anxiety and apprehension that their child is the
guinea-pig, without compromising their professional integrity? In the case of
the breakdown, albeit temporarily, of the parent-child relationship, the school
must put its weight be d trying to support the healing of that relationship,
without compromisin n. the child's future or the teacher's professional
integrity. This is what accountability is about in this context - it is hard and
painful, but it is of the very essence of one's professionalism as a teacher.

We are, at present, those of us working in comprehensive schools, struggling
along a very difficult pathway. For the first time ever the whole of the
population is recisired by law to remain in formal educational institutions well
into the mid -phase of adolescence. The only curriculum models which we
have are those worked out by our predecessors (and still largely in use everywhere)
at the turn"of the century, for the formal education of the sons (rather than
daughters even) of the middle and upper middle classses, whose children were
destined for the various professional and leadership rotes in society. Furthermore,
we are right in the midst of a technological and, one.might argue, social
revolution- such that none of us has any conception of what the adult lives of
our present-day pupils will be like. W1-..at then is n appropriate and relevant
secondary school curriculum to be? and how orde d? Those of us working in
schools whose staff Have the intellectual competent and self-confidence as
well as social commitment to struggle with. these questions, are wo-king in
virgin territory. We are nevertheless still undeniably accountable to our pupils,
to their parents, to present day society ant to the next generation for what we
do. This is hard, but We must fully accept the respotiiibility d lOad of this
accountability, as well as find the courage to proceed with ou upils further
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into these unchartered forests. The man-power forecasts of the next 30-50
years tell us that the need for hewers of wood and the drawers of water will
decrease drastically, but that society must have many more young adults
trained to higher levels of technical skill than at present, and able to cope
with a number of fundamental job changes during their lives; they must be
able to cope with the uncertainty of much more mobile living and working
situations, be able to cope with a reduced working week of perhaps 20-25
hours and the remaining so-called leisure time. Consequently, being realistic,
we should be working within a time span of 40-50 years when we work with
our pupils now. Society is currently highly critical of'many of those coming
out of schools and demanding a much improved produce Theirs is the right to
demand - when they place an ever increasingly large slice of the economi"
cake into education. Notwithstanding that schools cannot be the panacea of
all social problems, we must necessarily struggle with the issues of the future
as we identify them,if we are not to sell bur pupils, the next adult generation,
down the river, and-if we are to justify our existences to those who foot the
heavy bills of education.

Finally, I want briefly to consider the problem of autonomy and accountability
within the actual institution. I do not agree that bodies, including governors,
external to a school should have any particular rights in the appointment of
staff (Other than of the head and senior staff such as deputies) or in the allocation
of re' sources, or in developing and planning the curriculum. They should have
the right to establish and require that those professionally skilled to work in a
school, are appropriately competent and professionally and morally sound.
Thereafter "the maximum of discretion to make individual judgements over
the core activity of the institution" (Kogan) belongs to those who work within
the school.

Traditionally each teachef.tlas been fairly autonomous within his own classroom,
accountable to the head, but otherwise safe unless he infringes the criminal
law, because of the security of tentire which he enjoys. In my own experience
this is in part changing: the concept of group-teaching, and a corporate
management-approach born out of the federation of faculty and pastoral units,
in which each faculty chairman or yelr head is accountable to his staff for
representing them and acting on their behalf at Senior management level,
demand a degree of accountability amongst colleagues that is probably new
and painful, but certainly invigorating and strengthening of professionalism.
The concept that each member of staff whether he be head or probationer, is
acting on behalf of his colleagues in everything which he contributes to the
whole enterprise, is difficult for many initially to grasp, but staff'development
along these lines, demands greater public accountability amongst colleagues
and less protective covering up of the weaker members of staff. In such
circumstances the head must be as accountable to his staff as they are to him
for his decisions, behaviour etc. Unfortunately some staff prefer to choose the
quieter life in which the paternalistic "he's paid to take the decisions and
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carry the can" - philosophy obtains. In my Judgement pupils deserve a better
model of a-dhlts working together than that. ,

In conclusion, 1 should like strongly to support Professor Kogan's staterneui..
"that the tenure system ought now to go although teachers might be de facto
in tenure unless good cause is shown". The poor self image and low level of
real professionalism which has persisted amongst teachers since the last century
has allowed them to defend themselves within a fortress of multi-union armt,,i,
whereby the incompetent, the idle and the inadequate who do not break the
criminal law have an almost solid security of tenure, regardless of the fact
that generations of pupils and colleagues have a "raw deal" in being obliged
to work with them. This is the antithesis of professionaium, and ultimately
blocks the rightful demands for accountability from government, the LEA,
parents, pupils, governors and colleagues alike.

Like Professor Kogan, I am utterly convinced that public accountability with
institutional autonomy strengthens the school, the teachers and their
professionalism; -it thereby offers their pupils and society a superior education
service.

RESPONSE: D.J. MOORE

After Professor Kogan's paper it may be useful to consider a possible model of
autonomy and accountability applied to an institution. In this case the
institution is not a school or uni rsity but a multi-purpose College under
further education regulations; there are over 600 of these in the UK and an
increasingly large proportion of the population attend full or part-time for
some type of post-compulsory education or training.

Certainly in this sector of education there is an increasing demand for both
autonomy and accountability. Some degree of autonomy has developed as a
result of the post Robbins "Nod" towards the colleges of education :.rd the
recent push to elevate polytechnics towards t.1.6 universities. Ilcever, for
most colleges autonomy is strictly limited both in the 'academic and the
administrative sense. They are bound on the one hand by regulations relating
to course content and course distribution and also by financial and administatl.e
restrictions which may juilibit-both good management practice and sensitive
response to local needs.

Presumably such control is maintained because the providing authorities do not
accept the professionalism mentioned by Professor Kogan of either the individual
or of instittitkt. There may be good reasons for this, including the strange
contradiction of claiming professional status together with very well-defined
conditions of service. This in turn may arise out of conflicting demands from
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the providers that while curricula should become more effective and that at
the same time more individual care is required for students, there is still a
demand for increased class sizes and more teaching hours by all concerned.
In short, the two major components of the education service must agree on the
degree of professionalism,of both the teachers and institutions; in that way
perhaps we can avoid some of the conflict which now exists.

The demand for accountability arises from several factors, firstly that the
investment in education is now not only great but significant enough to inhibit
other social developments in ak time of economic stringency. Secondly, that
the activities taking place in a college are not always easily understood by the
layman - after all we can nearly all understand simple calculations and spelling,
but how many ratepayers can understand computers or the _need for them in a
college? Which brings us to the third point: not only is there a lack of easy
comprehension of wj2at occurs in a college but there is a lack of consensus as
to what should go on, i.e. the needs and demands of the community are not--
universally accepted; not everyone supports the concept of full time hairdressing
courses as opposed to that of provision for the handicapped or 4n extension of
"real" courses, r.t. engineering.

Fourthly, this suspicion and lack of understanding is often compounded by a
lack of willingness to communicate on the part of the institution. This may
arise out of # lack of awareness of the need, a lack of ability to do so, or
indeed a not uncommon desire to exclude people either to maintain the power
of a mystique or out of a fear of exposure which may or m4 not be justified.
Nevertheless the consideration of these real or imaginary factors produce a real
demand for accountability. This has also been aggravated both by the apparently
generous conditions of service and by tire Houghton salaries report; one only
has to look at "Column One" in Education to have some indication of the depth
of feeling which is building up.

The general feeling is therefore that accountability, if it has not actually
arrived, is on its way, and indeed it is hard to understand why it is not already
here. Perhaps the delay has been due to a kind of honour amongst thieves;
after all this sort of thing might spread to the most unlikely places. Surely it
cannot have been because after all these years we are not able to decide on a
valid set of criteria for the purpose. After all, we all know gnarled advisee!,
grown gray and testy in the service of education, who can "sniff" a good college
or school; I know one who regards the state of the lavatories as a good
indication of effective management, and that is not as funny as it might sound.

How then might we proceed to audit a college for effective performance?

1. Professor Kogan quite properly requires that a public statement of interest
is made; in fact that alter prer consultations with the clientele; staff
and the providing agencies, objectives should be set and approved. The
very existence of a set of well-thought-out objectives should be regarded
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as a plus point. I wonder how many colleges or schools Could meet this
requirement now and hope that half the staff had sonuefamiliarity with
them.

2. One would require evidence of the establishment and use of a formal
communication system for both staff and students operating in vertical,
lateral and diagonal directions.

3. Similarly the institutions should, be able to produce evidence of a
reasonably sophisticated system fo: staff induction, development and
training.

4. It should be possible to establish the presence of individual guidance
systems for students on both personal and academic matters. This
function should be available outside the departmental structure.

5. Bearing in mind that all FE-students are volunteers, the institutions
should be able to demonstrate a positive approach to the community
at large and.to minority groups in particular. This does not mean the
odd advertisement but a positive attempt to establish communications
with all types of individuals or groups from immigrant workers to large
companies.

The points I have mentioned so far merely suggest that an audit might establish
the existence of certain practices rather than look at their effectiveness, but it
would be quite easy to gain some impression of effectiveness by the application
of standird sampling techniques within the target groups. However there are
other areas where one can look for more tangible indications.

In particular, there is that rather nasty matter of examination results. It should
be possible to compare the number of students actually enrolled fo: a course,
those actually entered for the examination and the resultant pass rate. There
are national averages and these could be used as a mark against which local
results could be considered, bearing in mind the various local factors which
may be present.

Secondly, there is the traditional test of college effectiveness, i.P. enrolments,
or put another way "Never mind the quality, feel the width:" Putting aside
perjorative terms such as Empire Builder or Robber Baron, it may still be possible
to use enrolbyt as a measure of effectiveness if other factors are given due
weight. These might include:

1. age distribution of the population in the area;

2. types of work available;

3. other kinds of educational provision available;

4. any rationalised distribution of courses between the colleges of a district.
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It is not always sufficiently acknowledged that students &post-compulsory /-
education vote with their feet and often need -both locating and persuading,
which implies some degree of expertise on the part of the institution.

Thirdly, there--is the matter of costs. Although it is notcssible, in spite of
the Capp's Report, to apply a definitive detailed cost analysis of particular
courses, it should still be possible to arrive at national. averages at least for
broad areas of work. These could then be used as a partial measure against
costs in a particular college; any variations might be accounted for by local
factors or by sheer bad management; in any event some clues would be
apparent. This also implies that any savings below tJ3e average might be used
for developmental activities. Implicit in any analysis of costs is the under-
standing that the staff -student ratio should be at an optimum in terms of
minimum cost as opposed to maximum effectiveness.

There is no time to go into more detail at this stage but we can perhaps consider
who or what might best perform the audit? Traditionally, attempts at this
have been made by-the DES and the on-going responsibility belongs to the
LEA. Neither of (these solutions are entirely satisfactory; firstly, because they'
do not have sufficient resources and, in any event, very few people would want
to see established a large corps of specialist auditors permanently employed in
what appears to be a negatively orientated pursuit. Apart from that there is
already sufficient suspicion between the DES and LEA's on the one hand and
institutions on the other, which is at least partly the result of the inspectorial
role of both agencies being dominant in the minds of many teachers.

It might be worthwhile considering passing the function on, on a "one off"
consultancy basis, to an agency which could organise a thorough audit. For
example, an LEA or the DES might wish to undertake a review of effectiveness
over the preceding five years for a particular college. In this case one might
approach a special agency, perhaps based on a University Department, which
would then agree terms of reference with the LEA and the chosen institution
and would assemble team of consultants to produce an audit. The auditors
might be recruited a particular specialists from various other agencies
including LEA's, Higher Education and even certain sectors of industry' ; one
assumes that their auditing techniques would also involve consulting the local

-population.

There could be a number of additional benefits to this procedure. In the first
place there would' be no aggravation between college and parent LEA arising
out of the dual roles played by officers. Secondly, the result is less likely to
be biased by personal experience in the locality and an outside view might be
more objective. Equally important, those being audited might also act as
auditors in other circumstances and both experiences can only be beneficial
forms of staff development. So far I have concentrated on the institution
rather than the individual; however, any audit will inevitably throw up
information on individual performance, and I agree very strongly with
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Professor Kogan that anypuch scrutiny can only-strengthen a teacher's claim
to professionalism and the treatment to go with it. It is already possible to
remove ineffective teachers if the proper method is used, although this should
be easier to use and undesttand; but more important, there should be intensive
and high level counselling for a teacher in difficulties, and a well thought out
schenqe for assisting career developmeht in other directions. Given this, there
mighr not be such unwlYtingness to be subjected to individual scrutiny and
assessment.
qvideOds.

These have been necessarily brief thoughts on the possibilities of actually
imple
you
imple
respons
acconn
of ex

Once again a positive rather than a negative approach could pay

eating a system of public accountability. I conclude by reminding
t accountability implies responsibility; by all means insist upon and
ent accountability but only for those matters for which we are
ble. The Chief Executive Officer of an organisation cannot be made
ble for financial effectiveness if he is not responsible for all aspects

nditure. One cannot demand accountability for a teacher's develop..
rent Of new curricula if he is ntt responsible for the allocation of his own
time Do not ask a college to save staff by mass lectures for key topics if it
has not and cannot provide a room big enough to hold them in. In fact we
are back to the original title, i.e. Autonomy and Accountability; the one
must precede the other, an.EI am riot sure there is sufficient of the former

ivetsities and polytechnics to allow a meaningful implementation of the
tter; howevp much we would like it..'I thikk, therefore, that further

progress rests very firmly on the willingness of central and local' government
to proceed simultaneously with developing both autonomy and accountability.

DISCUSSION AND REPLY

Several points emerged in the discussion which followed the two responses.
There was some consideration of the nature of professionalism. Anita Ellis'
statement that it involved a concern for the performance of the prime task and
its importance for children, or for whoever was the client, was also related
to the 'caring' element involved in accountability.

In replying to the discussion Maurice Kogan said that accountability should not
be confused with the general responsibility that at* worker feels, or should
feel, towards those affected by his work. Accountability, in formal terms, is
something like "the duty to render account of work performed to a body that

, has authority to modify that performance, by the use of sanctions or reward".
In this sense, the teacher is responsible to the pupil, but not accouqtable to
him. The distinction is important because one of the main tasks is identify:lig
the lies of accountability and determining the mechanisms by which it is
administered.
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There was some discussion about tenure. As access to secondary education
became limited to fewer schools, because of the neighbourhood school policy,
schools became more powerful. It was therefore important that totally
inadequate teachers should not be safe for life. The onus should be on the
institutions to demonstrate serious incompetence but there ought to be at least
a marginal change in the presumptions about tenure. The difficulties of
assessing teachers for continued contract and the fact that salaries (even after
Ho-ughton?) would have to be increased to allow for the removal of absolute
security were acknowledged by the Conference.

There was some discussion of ways in which institutions might be audited,
following David Moore's suggestions of aspects of an FE institution which-
could be 'subjected to outside scrutiny. He had suggested that an external
group of professionals should audit. There was discussion, however, as to
whether local inspectors could not sustain a sufficiently impartial view to
undertake this task.

Professor Kogan concluded the discussion by making two general points.
,First,. the major institutional components of issues of accountability and
autonomy were the local autho-ity, the governors, the teachets as professionals
retaining autonomy Or disgretion, the parents, the inspectorates, and such
external bodies as ombudsmen. These roles needed to he defined in terms of
their respective tasks. The problem was, however, that each of these institutions
had multiple roles. Different aspects of their roles emerged as they entered
into different sets of relationships. It was therefore necessary for different
patterns of relationships to be stated and for such patterns or models to'be
dynamised in terms of different value perspectives and the range of tasks to
be performed'. Secondly, this-sesion of the conference had made a start on
what was an extremely importantand complex area of study. It has also
shown how studies might begin. Two senior practitioners had been able to.
demonstrate how analysis could be related to perceptions derived 'directly
from practice. On the basis of such statements models with a wider application
could be created.

t
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C,. Dr Mertdrd,Hughest
Sada Lecturer

in Education,
LipizeZsia-College,

Cardiff

SPECIFICS OF AUTONOIV1Y AND ACCOUNTABILI
E 'RCISE

f

Briefing
- --w-
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)

A SIMULATIQN
),

You are Eryl Morris, Head of Abercwm Secondary School, formed by the
merging in 1974 of two single sex four form entry grammar schools on adjacent
sites in Abercwm, a small town in the county of Penmouth, near the Welsh
border. The first form intake in 1974 was comprehensive, and the school will
become a fully comitehensive coeducational secondary school as the 1974
and subsequent cohorts move up the school. There is now a large sixth form,
but some contraction and change of emphasis are likely when the unselected
pupils reach this stage.- Increasing competition from the nearby Abercwm
College of Further Education is also beginning to be noticed.

You were appointed at the changeover in 1974, and were grateful that many
of the potentially difficult personal problems had been jointly decided by
the previous headmaster and headmistress, both of whom were retiring.
,Your deputy, Mr. A.R. Evans, was previously deputy head of the boys school;
the previous deputy head of the girls school, Miss P. Sykes, is your senior
mistress. Staff retirements (a few of them premature) made possible a
number of new appointments, including some young members of staff, to
take account of the needs of the Changing intake of pupils.. The Year Master/
Mistress System which you have instituted (with the agreement of Governing
Body and LEA) at the lower end of the school is generally acceptable, but
there are differences of view among staff and among parents about your policy
of seven mixed ability and one 'remedial' form in the first two years. This
has never been discussed in a staff meeting or by the Governing Body (Which
is responsible for several other secondary schools, also recently reorganised).

It is Monday, 6th October 1975, and you were away from school last week,
on various committees and attending the BEAS Annual Conference in Cardiff.
You have disposed of matters which required your immediate attention, and
now have time to considerjome of the more difficult problems which remain.
There are nine papers star in yotulntray

it may be of interest that the follo win questions have sometimes been posed
in,similar exercises on school manage ent courses held at University College,
Cardiff:
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1. Does tS !tem pose rv,blems for me? What Ir.. they?

2. Are there any underlying issues to which I shOuld give further
consideration?

3. Should I act alone, or should I involve others in dealing with this
matter? Which others? What kind of involvement?

4. What assumptions about people are implicit in the action I propose
to take?

What are likely to be the effects on others of my proposed action?

6. What steps will I be taking to monitor and evaluate my course of action?

In the time available for group discussion, it is advisable. to focus attention on
the items perceived to be most directly related to the 'autonomy and accountability'
theme, a judgemenz which may vary from group to group. When consideration
Is given-to specific items, there will almost certainly be wide differences
between group members on the 'action proposed', and attempts to reach
agreement on a 'Brest' course of action may be unrewarding. A pluralistic
'contingency approach' is likely to be more useful, consideration being given
to the varying circumstances in which different modes of proceeding might be
expected to produce deslfed results. Such an approach has the additional
merit of absolving the author of the exercise f m the need to have a set of
correct solutions or model answers up his sleev , to be conveniently produced
at the final plenary session of the Conference.

Meredydd Hughes.
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The IntrIti Items S 1 - S 9

c
ate

Dear Headmaster,

Item S 1

7 Eldorado Drive,
Abe rc wm;

Penmouth.

25th September 1975

I have been asked to write to you on behalf of the local branch of the
Humanist Association, of which I am President. We understand that you
have replaced the usual R.I. in the Sixth Form by a course in Comparative
Religion, and that you have had Indian students from Cardiff University
College to speak to the pupils about their Muslim and Buddhli faiths. We
congratulate you on this departure from the usual practice of only presenting
the Christian viewpoint.

As Humanists, however, we do not believe that your reform has gone far
enough. In a country in which Christianity is now a minority religion, it is
absurd. that you have not invited anyone to put the case against any kind of
religion. The Humanist Association would be glad to supply a speaker.

We would also be glad if you would come and address our Association on the
subject, "Breaking with Tradition in Religious Education", bringing some of
your sixth formers with you.

Action proposed:

40

Yours sincerely,

R. J. TURNER.
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Item S2

29, Southmead Road,
Abercwrn.

30th September, 1975.

Dear Mr. Morris,

As a County Councillor and a member of your Governing Body, quite apart
from being a deacon at Salem Chapel, I want to protest most strongly about
what I have heard about your school from the mother Of Jane Blake. I.have
been told - and I can hardly believe my can - that instead of reading the
Word of God in Scripture lessons with the older boys and girls the teacher
has been allowed to bring' in Indians and Pakistanis from Cardiff to try to
make Hindus and Muslims out of our children.

I warn you that I shall bring this matter up at the next meeting of the Governors,
and that I shall ask the Governors to insist that you do not have any speakers
at the school Without the prior permission of the Governing Body. Our dear
children must be protected against misguided pagans and atheists.

Action proposed:

Yowl very indignantly,

ERASTUS ROBERTS, J.P.

4 4
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11.

D.R. M.A.
Director of Education.

All c rrespondence to be
addre ed to the Director.

Item S 3 C7'

The Education Department,
County Hall;
Penport,
Penmouth.

29th September, 1975.

10 THE HEADS OF ALL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

. You will know that Penmouth Councy Council has dectided, in principle.
to adopt an extensive Central Purchasing Scheme affecting all departments.
At its next meeting 23rd October the Education Committee will be considering
the educational implications of this decision, which will, it is estimated,
result in an overall saving of 10 per cent of total expenditure.

With regard to primary and secondary schools the Education Committee
will wish to consider the problems of standardisation for bulk purchasing at
three levels:-

1) Stationery requirements. At present many schools have their own individual
orders for. exercise books, practical books; graph.books and drawing books
of various shapes and sizes. Some schools have distinctive school crests
on all book's. A measure of rationalisation would clearly produce a great
saving and the recent reorganisation of secondary education within the
Authority makes this an opportune time to consider the matter.

2) Equipment and learning aids. The standardisation of audio visual aids
probably presents fewer problems than does the standardisation of orders
for scientific equipment in secondary schools, but the heavy expenditure
which the.Authority is now incurring with respect to the equipping of
Nuffield science and similar courses makes it necessary for these problems
also to be faced.

3) Text books. It is recognised that this is traditionally a sensitive area for
the teaching profession in this country, but it may well be argued in
committee, that the freedom of the individual teacher to choose his own
books is an expensive luxury in a period of extreme financial stringency.
The Education Committee maywell wish to consider some system of
teacher committees on a subject basis, which would produce some
rationalisation without complete uniformity.

Your comments on these proposals as they would affect your school are now
invited.

.11011...

D.R. SINCLAIR

Director of Education.

Action proposed:
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Phone Message.

Item S 4

2nd October

Mr. Thomas, the Heaci of Peep Quarry Primary, rang up to complain
because some of the Heads of Department at Abercwrn "seem to be trying to
tell me how to do my job". Tjie trou appe a have flared up as a result
of a chat between Mr. Thomas and our Mr. Ilia= (Head of Maths) who is
sceptical about the "airy-fairy" syllabuses of some of the primary schools.

S. Prick.
Head's Secretary.

Action proposed--

MEMO

To: The Bead

Item S 5

ThursdayFrom: P. Sykes, Senior Mistress.

Miss Evans is very upset because the County P.E. Organiser, Miss *Walcott,
criticised her conduct of a gym lesson with 2DE in front of the girls and took
over the lesson.

Miss Evans says she is sure that her methods are more modern than those of
Miss Walcott; who completed her training 30 years ago, but I am more
concerned about the profession21 aspect of the matter. Several of the women
staff feel as I do, and we remember that Miss Standish (the previous Head of
the Girls School) often had to take a firm line with these County Organisers.

Action proposed:
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Item S 6

MEMO s.

To; The Head
From; J. Lloyd, First Form Year Master

There are a couple of points about which I had hoped tohave a word with you:-

1) Se ral Heads of Department are complaining of the poor grasp of basic
knowl dge and skills shown by this year's comprehensive intake. particularly
those om the "progressive" primary schools. Is this a matter which you
Could take up with the primary school heads, either collectively or dividually?

2) This year's Form I form teachers are finding that resistance is bui dirt?, u'
against our insistence on school uniform. I am enclosing some of the letfels
from parents. Several of them have been to see me in tire laa fete days.
Some have oldel-.children who went to secondary modern. where there was no
italforrn, so they don't see the need for it here - one saikthat it smacked QJ
much of the old grammar school.

P.S. from theDeputy_Head.

I think you aught to know that there is something of a split among the stair or
this uniform issue, The.sympathies of the yoimg comprehen enthtLiasts
who Joined us last September are with the anti-uniform brigad.

Action proposed:

let
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Item S 7'

"Devon la",
Rook wood Meadows,
Abercwm.

1st October, 1975.

Dear Mr. Morris,

I am writing on behalf of a good number of the parents who were present
at the Tided Formers' Parents' Meeting to suggest to you that we should have a
Parents' Association - or, better still, ,a Parent-Teacher Association. As you
probably knatkr, there used to be Parents' Association at the Girls School, which
was very flourishing when my eldest daughter was there. In those days it
collected a lot of money for the School, but many parents lost interest when
the Head made it clear that she did not wish the Association to discuss anything
ever) faintly educational.* The Head of the Boys School would not have a P.A.
at any price.

Now that the schopls have merged and have gone comprehensive, I'm sure
there are many things the pgrents would like to discuss and have:explained to
them. Many of the parents are concerned aboat the "mixed ability teaching"
which has been introduced into Form 1, and feel that they should have been

v.consulted about it. Others have vemstrong views on school uniform, and many
of us consider that the parents should be represented on the Governing Body.

Please coald we have a parents' meeting to go into these matters and to
start a new association? Those of us who were on the committee of the defunct
p.a. of the Girls' School would be very glad to help.

4
Yours sincerely,

Amelia Willoughby-Jones.

Action proposed:



D.R. Sinclair, M.A..
Director of Education.

All correspondence to be
addressed to the Directo.-.

CONFIDENTIAL

TO ALL SECONDARY SCHOOL HEADS

Item S8

The Education Department,
Cours.:y Hall,
Penport.
Penmouth.

1st October. 1975.

' Heads are asked to give preliminary thought to a mutter which 1 intend to
raise at my customary annual meeting with Secondary Sc'hool Heads. which
will take place later this tern?.

lit line with the policies of its tr.v.iecessors before local governme:-.:
reorganisation, this LEA has carefully avoided taking cognizance of alleged
marked disparities in the public examination results of apparently ,imila r
and similarly situated. secondary schools under its authority. Neithar has
there been any aitterept to compare performance; at 0 and A levels 01 pupils
in the schools with .hat of students in our colleges of Further Education. .a-he

a remarkable increase of such eoek ha; recently taken place.

We are entering a period In which the LEA's policy' of non-intervention in
these sensitive areas will he less defensible, as the availability oi adequate
resources even for the maintenance of the status ca.o becomes extremely

problematical. It is clear from the preliminary work already done by my
staff on the 1976-7 estimates that the problems o' resource allocation air
likely to he acute. Their resolution is likely to pose a threat to many
cherished traditions.

Without necessarily wishing to imply that the views of the various Gosernine
Bodies will be of no :onsequence in these matters. I would like Heads to
consider as a matter of urgency the question of hews performance -based
criteria inlet: be acceptably applied in the allocatislof staff and other
resources to secondary schools. The issues involved can then be talien further

at our meeting.

.11

Action Proposed:
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D.R. Sinclair
`Director of Education.
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Item S 9

The Society of Secosisry School Heads

(S. S. S. H.)

Division XXV

Penport High School,
Penport,
Penmouth.

3rd October, 1975

Dear Colleagues,

S'.S.S.H. General Council will shortly be drafting the Society's Evidence
to the Taylon Committee of Enquiry into the Management and Government of
Schools. Views have been requested from Divisions, and this will therefore be
the main topic at our next Divisional Meeting.

It appears that the Taylor Committee has itself identified the following
'l as some of the main issues:

1. Whether Governing Bodies are necessary;
2. If so; what should they do;
3. Those who have an interest in these functions and the need for

direct representation of their interests;
4. The structure which would best enable the functions to be

carried out;
5. Whether each school should have its own governing body,

separate from that of any other school;
6. The extent to which, if at all, the composition, functions and

structure of school government machinery should be prescribed
by law.

In order to facilitate discussion at the Divisional Meeting, I would be glad to
receive from colleagues some preliminary expression .of views on these issues
and any other matters considered relevant to the Committee's work.

Yours sincerely,

M. A . Phillips.
Hon. Sec., Division XXV.

P.S. I am lOokint to you, Eryl, for some help with this additional chore
from H.Q. M. A. P.

Action proposed:
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GROUP REPORTS AND FINAL REVIEW
ti

0

The following has been compiled from the reports to discussion group
Chairmen. The deliberations revolved, in the main, around the subjects of:
corporate management in the local government service; institutional
autonomy and accountability: the role of governing bodies.

There was controversy over the definition of 'corporate management'.
Members were sceptical about the extent to which .t had been introduced into
local authorities, and found that, where it was used, practice differed widely.
Distinctions were drawn between 'corporate planning' and 'corporate management',
and Mr. Boynton was asked if he believed that corporate management should
be concerned with policy, leaving the administration of the policy to depart-
ments. He agreed that this was so - corporate managemen. did not, and
could not, absolve the departments from day_to_day discharge of their
responsibilities. Some groups thought that the system would lead to even
slower decision-making, and where corporate management has been introduced
it was felt that it placed excessive emphasis on uniformity - of goal, structure
and evaluation, and failed to :ecognize that each sub-system or sub-unit had
its own aims and goals.,

The purpose of corporate management was 'thought to be to establish priorities
in the process of resource allocation, but all were conscious of the problems of
attempting to apply quantitative techniques - the difficulties of deriving
comparable mew:tires of performance between disparate services. More attention
should, however, begiveCi to the appraisal of performance within the education
service, but this should be regarded as a separate issue to that of the allocation
of resources to institutions.

It was felt that many current problems were die not, necessarily, to corporate
management, but to the economic stringencies imposed simultaneously with
the introduction of the new corporate style.

In discussing institutional autonomy and accountability, there was some
preference for the definition of "accountability" put forward by an Australian
visitor to the conference: that one is accountable to those who have placed
one in a position of trust and that accountability is expressed in terms intended
to secure the Continued renewal of that trust. One group distinguished between:
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(a) professional responsibility to the 'market' (governors, parents, pupils) and
(b) public accountability In the financial or task-orientated sense. The first
implies autonomy and the educator's right to an evaluation of his le by a
fellow professional, the second involves scrutiny by the local auth ty. The
successful manager (corporate or otherwise) has to balance the two It was
felt that if schools had a high degree of autonomy the Chief Educ ion Officer
could be left with the problem of being accountable in more deta 1 to his
Chief Executive (and Management Team) than was the institutio to him.

The dacussion of governing bodies left most people believing th t there was
a need for "some sort of committee, council or board, which will reflect' the
opinion of an independent group of people to the school". The titles 'Governor'
and 'Governing Body' were thought to be misnomers, and inappropriate. The
body, however named,, should include teachers, parents (both of the school .
and any 'feeder' schools), pupils over the age of sixteen, and a representative
of the local authority. A group commended the Sheffield practice of involving
all elected members in school government as the representative of the school's
catchment area.

The responsibilities of the governing body were seen to be: (a) to appoint the
Head and (in consultation with the Head) the other staff (b) to support the
Head and legitimate his decisions (c) a staff development policy (d) to act
as a channel of communication between school, community, and local
authority, (e) to monitor and advise the Head as he makes value judgements
between school and community interests. Some body for dialogue with parents
and the community is essential, but there is a,potential clash between parental
and community pressure for participation, and the teachers' desire for
autonomy. The reconciliation of these demands will be a major task for those
charged, in the future, with school government.

(
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retiydd Hughes CONCLUDING COMMENTS

ti

It is probably rare for a conference to achieve precisely what its organisers
intended; so often there are unintended achievements. both positive and
negative, the flavour of which cannot be captured in a summing-up or in
conference proceedings. On this occasion the Cardiff Steering Committee's
first aim of providing an opportunity for differing viewpoints to be presented
and then vigorously examined in small group and plenary sessions, appears to
have been satisfactorily achieved, thanks to the co-Operation of speakers,
respondents and conference members. Cardiff 1975 has also been a landmark
)in bringing together, both formally and informally. a group of people who
collectively represent an impressive diversity of interest, experience and
expertise related to the administration of education In the United Kingdom.

In considering the implications for education of corporate management in
local government, and then turning to the issues which arise as educational
institutions come to terms with a measure of external prescription. our concern
ha; been with accountability and autonomy, no as alternatives, but as
significant and meaningful concepts which need to be better understood in
relation to each other, having regard to specific organisational settings. Not
the least f the achievements of the conference has been to ;how convincingly
that in t is sensitive area it is not helpful to think in terms of a polarity of
mutuall exclusive alternatives; a tidy dichotomy seldom accords with the
complexities of administrative practice.

Occas onally in our discussions there were faint echoes of the rigidly
incompatible stereotypes we were trying to repudiate. In the scientific
management tradition of organisational theory, accountability was achieved
very simply by breaking down the tasks of the organisation into specific and
clearly defined elemens, each of which could be checked and evaluated.
using objective criteria of mea .urement: the logical outcome or such
approaches is a progressive dimunition of areas of discretion, personal
judgement and autonomy. At the other extreme is th.. view, seldom
explicitly exp-essed, that individuals or groups possessing certain skills valued
by the community are not required to explain and justify to the wider society.
even in the broadest terms, the decisions which they make or the resources
which they claim; there can be no accountability, it seems, becatise the
professional knows best.
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It needs to be clearly stated that, in relation to the education service,
neither of these models is seriously advocated today. Thus John Boynton was
at pains to point out that corporate management need not herald the end of
professional discretion; in particular he was in favour of makingsols
"more clearly responsible for the use of an agreed allocation of resources".
Maurice Kogan claimed that accountability is beneficial and invigorating and
strengthens professionalism: "it tones -up the freedoms that are enjoyed and
sets purposes". In spite of differences of emphasis, the co-existence of
autonomy ant accountability was the underlying assumption of both speakers.

That the two principles are potentially complementary and can operate
simultaneously is not always recognised. The contributions of the four
respondents, and, particularly those of Alan Barnes and Anita Ellis, demonstrate
that there can be severe difficulties in practice in setting up arrangements
which will bp both acceptable and effective. Perhaps there is here a timely
warning to those of us involved in teaching in the field of educational
administration; in an area in which there is a scarcity of empleica! iata and
of relevant theory, it may he wise to a voll the temptation of too readily
adopting a prescriptive approach, ,whereby fo; instance, one urges the merits
(or demerits) of particular interpretations of institutional autonomy or of
corporate management.

The last point is also applicable, I would suggest, to the kind of assistance
which BEAS can corporately give to an official body such as the Taylor
Committee, several members of which have been present at the conference.
As a society we are hardly in a position to offer a specific prescription or a
precise itinerary for the TayloriCommittee's journey of exploration. We may
have been of some assistance at this conference, however, in identifying
salient features of the territory to be traversed, so that, the likely implications
and consequences of different opttens are more clearly appreciated.

Perhaps I may, finally be permitted to offer two general points in relation to
the Taylor Committee's remit, which appear to follow naturally from our
deliberations. Firstly, I suggest that any new arrangement proposed for the
government of schools, should be sufficiently flexible to make it possible to
take full advantage of the ideas and, experience of thole involved in implemen-
ting it.- Secondly, in view of general agreement that there has been far too
little appreciation in Britain of the idea that p anned change in education
needs to be evaluated as it occurs, I would st ly urge that thought be given
to ensuring that any change which is instituted properly monitored and
assessed. This is all the more important because the reports that are available
on educational change elsewhere generally agree that the change which
actually takes place tends to differ in significant respects from the change
'Which was intended.

( I
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f
The importance of feedback and evaluation is a familiar emphasis in courses
in educational administration, derived from the founding fathers of manage.
ment theory. Flexibility and participation are the key concepts of a more
recent generation of organisational theoris . lit seems appropriate to end our
conference by commending these comple entary ideas to the Taylor .

Committee.
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Mimbarship

Membership of the Society is open to individuals in the United Kingdom who are
interested In promoting a fruitful relationship between practice, teaching and
research in educational, administration. The current membbrship subscription,
which imtludes rnernbershiA of the Commonwealth Council for Edticational
Administratioq and a copy of each of the Society's publications, is £6 per
annum. All enquiries should be addressed to R.P.Homung, Secretary, Middlesex.
Polytechnic, The Burroughs, London NW4 4BT.

1%4

Publications Subscription.

The Counci f Management has instituted a Publications Stibscription Rate of
£5 per annum, hibh covers;at prase*, two issues of the Bulletin and the
Proceedings of Annu I Conference. It is available to institutions, both in
Britain and overse s, arid to individuals overseas, but carries no rights of
membership'of the Society. All enquiries should be addressed to the Associate
Editor and Business Manager of The Educational Administration Bulletin, Mt.
D. L. Parkes, Further Education Staff College, Coombe Lodge, Blagdon, Bristol
BS18 6RG.
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Dr.M. G. Hughes (Bulletin Editor and Chairman).
D. L. Pdrkes (Bulletin Associate Editor and Business Manager, Honorary Secretary).
Dr. E. A, Ewan (SEAS Honorary Secretary)
R. Matter, Reader; University of London Institute of Education
R. P.Hornung (SEAS Honorary Treasurer)
G. A. R. McHugh, Senior Research Officer, The Open University.
M. L. Mackenzie, Senior Lecturer, University of Glasgow
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Honorary President Lord Morris of Grasmere.

Honorary Vice-President Dr. E. W. H. Briault, Education Officer, Inner lindon
Education Authority.
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Honorary Secretary Dr. E. A. Ewan, Head of the Department of Educationig
Manauement and dmin stration, Moray House Collcg;
of Education, Edinixtrgh

Honorary Treasurer R. P. Hornung, Secretary, Middlesex Polytechnic.
/

A. R. Barnes; Headmaster, Ruffwood School, Kirkby, Liverpool.

J. L Davies, Head of the Department of Management in the Public Ser.ices, Anglian
Management Centre, North East London Polytechnic.

Miss A. Ellis, Deputy Headmistress ,'Hartt I iffe Secondary School, Bristol.

R. Glatter, Reader in Educational Administration, University of London Institute
of Education.

Dr. M.G. Hughes, Senior Lecturer and Administrative Officer, Faculty of Education,
University College, Cardiff.

A. J. Light, Joint Secretary, The Schools Council.

R. Long, District Inspector, Inner London Education Authority.

M. Mackenzie, Senior Lecturer in aluckition, Univera;ty of Glasgow.

V. McGeown, Senior Lecturer in Educational Administration, The New University
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